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ABSTRACT
The function of schooling on different levels in the

direction of the processes of social mobility which influence the
development of rural areas in Poland were studied during 1967-71.
Data was collected by means of a network of 35 permanent teacher
correspondents, as well as 2 field stations which were operated for 3
years in 2 investigated villages. The areas for which information was
provided included attendance of rural youth in various types of
schools; dropouts in the rural areas; the level of pupil's knowledge
and ability; and schooling retardation and its effects on unequal
educational opportunity. Selected conclusions only were presented in
this report since reports of the research as a whole are to be
published in book form. Trends indicated by the research include the
need to (1) strengthen,rural schools by eliminating their present
dispersion and by opening new, more centralized networks based on
bussing, (2) strengthen the rural,teaching personnel by raising
qualifications and specialization, (3) introduce gradually universal
secondary education in city and country, (4) improve the system of
student selection, and (5) modernize teaching methods. (PS)
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ACCESSIBILITY OF SCHOOLING ON DIFFERENT

LEvEIS TO RURAL YOUTH. FINDINGS OF RESEARCH

The proportion of those employed in agriculture (36,5%)
/1/ and live in the village (47,0)/1/ is still high in Pt-
land. Henze the proper control of geographical mobility, of
the processes of migration and urbanization is of basic po-
litical and economic importance. Poland is also among the
countries where the village continues to differ from the town
in many respects, where there is still an essential differ-
entiation in living conditions and opportunities between ru-
ral and urban inhabitants. Therefor direotion of the pro-
cesses of vertical social mobility aiming to eliminate exist-
ing disproportions and unequal opportunity is among the im-
portant tasks of social policy which condition the gradual
realization of the socialist system's egalitarian ideology.

The present study is devoted to the function of school-
ing on different levels in the direction of the processes of
social mobility which influence the develommat of the rural
areas in various ways. All the findings cited here derive
from research conducted in 1567-1471. Most of thaa come.from
the work of the present author and his resarch team, which
included Dra.Zbigniew Ewiecinskl and Wlodzimierz Winclawski,
conducted in three agricultural counties in Flock, Torun and
Wloclawek.Besides a poll and statistical research, the meth-
od was applied of many years observation by means of a net-
work of 35 permanent teacher correspondents as well as 2
field stations which operated tor 3. years in 2 investigated
villages (Z.Ewiecinski and W.Winclawski). The qualitativy
aspects of the processes in question were thus investigated
by the method of controled obeervation in 37 localities. Yor
understandable reasons the present paper presents only sev-
eral selected conclusions from research which as a whole is
thusfar being published in 3 books (M.Kosakievics, Lariery
plockie CPlock Careers), Stkolnictwo a uprsemyslowienie
(Schooling and Industrialisation), 1571, pp.314; ZAWiecin-
ski,Funkcjonowsnia sskoly wiejskiej'w rejonio uprsosyslowia
nym (Functioning of Rural Schools in Inductrialised.Regions)
/in print/; W.Winclawski, Prsemiany srodowiska wychowswestgo
mai w wyniku uprzemyslowienia rejonu (Changes in the Rural
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Educational Environment as a Result of the Induelri%iisation
of a Region), /in print/.

Attendance of rural youth in varibus types schools

Equality of access to various schools would be theoret-
ically ideal only if the proportion of pupils and students
of the different social groups corresponded, at least appro-
ximately, to their percentage of the population. Publicists
in the field of education have been mainly concerned about
changing these proportions in Poland's higher educational in-
stitutions. For here students of intelligentsia origin oc-
cupy more than half the places, although this stratum is a
minority of the population.And conversely-the number of young
people of worker awipeasant origin is very low in propor-
tionahus in 1969-1970 children of peasants constituted 15.9%
of the total in full time and evening schools of all types,
children of workers- 29.1%. Whereas children of mental work-
ers constituted 50.5% of all full time students. The situa-
tion is better in the considerably more difficult evening
schools: workers' childrenm. 57.1%, peasants' children- 18.6%
and children of mental workers- 23%.

The social disproportions on the higher educational lev-
el and the quest for remedial measures distracted,attention
for nany years from the causes of the 'disproportions which
lay in the selection made 5 years prior to the competitive
examinations for schools of higher learning. The poblication
of national data on the social origin of secondary school
pupils commenced only several years ago.These data show that
children of workers constituted 45.1%, of peasants - 26.8%
and of mental workers- 21.1% of all pupils in full time .vo-
cations' schools. These indicators hence approximate more
closely the ratios of the different social strata to the na-
tional populationaut this pertains to schools which prepare
for higher education to a very small degree, since an.appre-
ciable majority of vocational school pupils attended elemew.
tary vocational schools which do not qualify for a secondary
school diploma. While of those who studied ,in technical
.schools which do so qualify, a large proportion (3/4) do not
go in for higher education, at least not directly from tech-
nical school. The general secondary school remains the priw.
cipal preparatory school for higher education. Awl the sit-
uation in these schools is essentially different than in Vo-
cational schools. In 1969/70 children of workers constituted
27.4%,ot peasants- 17.4% and or mental workers- 47.7% of all
pupils in the penultimate class before graduation. These
proportions were quite sinilar to the later ones in higher
educational,institutions.

Before turning iron these general quantitative indices
to some qualitative onsaglet us cite the findings of research
conducted in 1968 which esbraced 1528 pupils of 7 vocational
schools (froa elementary and technical to post secondary) of
chemical and petrocheaical special -isations at Plock. These
schools were investigated according to the criteria of the
geographic and social distribution of their It was
assumed (in common terainolou) that the ec ools could be
divided Into worse", i.e., or shorter curet on and less au- ,
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thoritative (elementary vocational), "bett:...." (the technical
school) and the "best", i.e., the higher type post secondary
graduate school. It turned out that the geographical range
of the Flock schools practically embraced the whole of Po-
land.The pupils, in quest of an attractive vocation and well
paid jobs,came to this new industrial centre and its schools
even Zrom remote parts of the country.The factor or distance
plays a big role here, for 90.6% of the 920 pupils come from
the industrial region where tne schools are located (youth
from Plock occupy 390 places,from neighbouring Gostynin-122,
Sierpc- 104 and from more distant Plonsk- only 58 places.
However, those who come from remote provinces are as a rule
sore selective, a larger number of them choose the best
schools,i.e., which afford the best opportunities and the
most desirable jobs.Thus, of the 152E pupils of the 7 inves-
tigated Plock schools those from outside Warsaw province con-
stituted only 1.2% of the elementary chemical school /2/ pu-
pils, 27% of the chemical technical schools /3/ and 35.4%
of the pupils at the state chemical technical schools for se-
condary school graduates. /4/ These data are confirmed by
other research (M,Pohoski's, for instance) which establishes
that not only the ambitious but also the most prepared intel-
lectually migrate to distant places,for educational purposes
too. But the higher selectivity of those from distant prov-
inces is only a secondary effect oX the prior natural selec-
tion of candidates to schools in the Plock region. This sit-
uation flows from the established fact that every second stu-
dent from distant parts of the country and from Warsaw prov-
ince and only 20% of the students living in that industrial
region bad previously finished secondary school. It thus
turns out that completed general education (secondary school
graduation) makes it easier to benezit from the educational
opportunities not only at the place of residence but also in
distant parts of the country, not only on. the level of high-
er education but also in postgraduate institutions.

Observ.tions and conclusions based only on data pertain-
ing to the territorial range of the Flock vocational schools
require considerable modification and supplementation if the
out of town pupils are regarded not from the viewpoint of
the distance of their permanent residence from the Plock
schools, but in respect of their social origin. According to
the parents' occupational structure the respondent group of
920 secondary chemical and building construction school pu-
pils breaks down as folloss:

number percentage

Children oi workers 122 13.0
" " farmers 449 46,9

of which:
0-2 ha 31
6-10 ha 200
over 10 ha 47
no information on farm size 51

" of mental workers 115 12.5
" " handioraXtemen and others 163 17.8

No information on occupation 74--
ItiA2- 1
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Quantitatively the peasant youth benefitted most from
the Flock schools. They occupied almost every second place
in schools above the elementary level. But a breakdown of
the data according to the type of school they attended shoes
that their educational advance was weakest in respect of
quality.ior pupils of peasant origin constituted only 19% of
polt secondary technical schools, 33% of full time and even-
ing technical school pupils and as much as 69% of elementary
vocational schools-publicly regarded as the lowest grade.

The situation was the direct opposite with children of
the intelligentsia:only 4.7% of elementary vocational school
pupils, 6.4% of technical schools and as much as 31.7% of
post secondary schools.

The educational advance of peasant youth was thus most
sassive in numbers but lowest in quality. This is confirmed
by nationwide data. Peasant youth occupy every third place
in full time elementary vocational schools and every fifth
place in secondary (full time technical) vocational schools.
In generalosocial status seems to be a more effective deter-
minant of advancement by education,- in a qualitative sense-
than is the distance of the schooling centre, where a young
person seeks to advance himself, fros the place of residence.

The situation in this respect is still worse with the
general secondary school. Here peasant youth constitute a
little sore than 15% of pupils, of which 2/3 are girls. It
is important, of course, to establish the reasons why worker
and paesant youth are mainly concentrated in elementary vo-
cational schools,attend technical schools to a lesser extent
and least general secondary schools. The example of Plock
suggests *deeper mechanisms operating her than proximity of
schools or their inadequate number of places. For the Plock
research pertains to a region without any shortage of school
seats due to the exhuberant expansion of education effected
by industrialization. In fact, during the period of research
a number of schools there could not recruit the necessary
number of candidates. The present study is mainly devoted
precisely to this question of the unequal access to education
.on the higher than elementary lewel,especially to the gener-
al secondary school which matures for higher education.

Dropouts in the rural areas

Dropouts in the rural areas was investigated by Z.Kwie-
cinski in Plock and Swiecie counties. He examined 673 indi-
viduals of whom 598 dropped out a rural elementary school.
The author concluded that this is still a relatively frequent
phenomenon which limits the educational possibilities of the
rural youth. For it is obvious that any further social ad-
vance by means of education is impossible sithout at least
finishing lementary school. The primary causes of dropouts
flow from the fact that a certain part of peasant families,
particularly those living at the periphery of school dis-
tricts, still find themselves outside the direct range of
the socio-economic changes effected by industrialization as
well as the backward and difficult schooling conditions.

Besides, the conaiderable growth of employment outside



agriculture has created a new demand for labour power in the
family. This sharpened the conflicting situation between the
obligations to the school and to the farm, especially for
boys. There is a certain iaprovement here though, since the
number of forms finished before dropping out is greater than
before the VOIS Or in the first few years following.Voreover,
a higher proportion of persons continue their education later
at evening or correspondence courses- on their own initiative
or under the influence of the family.

Dominant among the causes ofrural drallouts are those
of an economic character (the farm production structure, the
children's work burden, the farm's material position) and of
a psychosomatic nature (differences in the physical and men-
tal development of rural children). Our research has estab-
lished a relative decline in the influence of econonic fac-
tors- due to the positive changes in the rural areas- and a
shift of the centre of gravity to psychosomatic causes,i.e.,
those depending on certain physical and mental handicaps of
childreneho grow up in unfavourable sociocultural condi-
tions.

Dropping out of school is usually due to a combination
of causes of vaying force and sequence of action. Some may
be called objective, external in relation to the pupilosuch
as: a) the family struature, b) place or residence, c) dis-
tance froa school, d) the fetidly's material situation,$) the
fetidly's attitude to upbringing.Others are subjective, i.e.,
connected with the pupil's personality: a) the level of men-
tal developaent, b) physical development, state of health,
c) aspirations, d) pattern of behaviour, etc. Some ot the
causes are clearly related to upbringing in the family. A
positive change in this respect consists in the fact that in
regions uylergoing deep-going socio-econoaic change due to
industrialisation,the family is ever less inclined to influ-
ence the.children to drop out of school. Our research never-
theless establishes that the question of an equal start can-
not be solved without overcoaing the dropping out phenomenon,
beginning with elementary school.Otherwise it is hardly pos-
sible to unlash in ths process of education all the talents
and abilities latent.in the masses.This applies all the aore
to Poland's present deaographic depression which dictates
the need to utilise human reserves to the highest degree,in-
eluding (if not priaarily) the rural reserves which consti-
tute the main source of future candidates for schools of all
types and for the labour market.

The pupils' level of knowledge and ability

The chief cause of the difference in the educational le-
vel of provincial and city youth seems to lie in the funo-
tioning of rural and urban elementary schools. iccording to
research conducted by Z.Diecinski in Brudsen Dusy and other
villages of Flock county,the difference in the level of know-
ledge and ability is very great.This research which embraced
3856 pupils and 158 forms in 1969 also disclosed a sharp dif-
ference in this respect between urban and rural eleaentary
school pupils. Thus the percentage indez of teak fulfillment
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(the Konopnicki test) stood at 21 for the pupils of all the
investigated rural classes and at 44.7 for the pupils of ur-
ban schools, It may hence be escorted that in Plock county
(and it is representative in this respect of the situation in
other areas) the educational level was twice as high in the
urban than in the rural schools.

That was confirmed by Kwiecinski's research of 1971 in
the Torun and Wloclawek counties. The median points for the
solution of test problems (in a group of 3,230 elementary
school pupils) in the field of the humanities amounted to
24.25 for urban schools in Wloclawek, 20.9 for small town
schools and 14.36 for rural schools.For tests in mathematics
and natural science subjects to 26.23,21.39 and 16.78 points
respectively. Research in Torun county (on 3808 pupils) rec-
orded the median points for a test in the humanities as 27.9
in the city, 20.3 in small towns and 14.3 in the peripheral
villages. Tests in mathematics and the natural sciences
showed a siailar divergence between the city and its periph-
eral villages (29.5 against 17.2 points).

Research furthermore indicates that a considerable nmm-
ber of rural school pupils may be regared as functional semi
-literates, while only a few can be said to represent a vary
good or excellent level. Thus 31.4% of urban pupils were
shown by the research to deserve a good or very good rating
in general knowledge as compared to 7.7% of rural school pu-
pils in the same region. And conversely- the category of pup
pils considered deficient in the general level of knowledge
amounted to 40.5% in the rural areas and only 4.8% in the
urban centres..

The evident divergence in the humanities and mathemat-
ics is the principal cause of the prevailing unequal oppor-
tunities of the two populattms for further education. This
is reflected in the rural young peoples' mechanism of self-
-critical, realistic evaluation of existing possibilities
when they shun more difficult schools with their competitive
examinations as in their objective ability to pass such exp
sminations when they try. Therefor the basic task for the
.real equalisation of the educational start is to even the
educational levels of urban and rural schools.

The same research suggests that a very important cause
of the divergence in the-level of knowledge- besides.place
of residence (town or country) or location of the. elementary
school attendedp is socio-vocetional origin. As a rule, chil-
dren of the intelligentsia in both urban and rural schools
showed higher attainments in the mass polls conducted. The
differences between socioPvocational groups were equally
strong in town and country.For example children of unskilled
workers in rural schools had lower grades as a rule than
their counterparts in the city.Aulong pupils of rural schools
in an industrialized region children of the intelligentsia
attained the ieighest results: 34.8% correct answers.0hildren
of peasants had the lowest results: 19.2% correct, and the
children or unskilled.workers-21.2%.Children of mental work-
ers also attained the best ratings in urban schools: 50.8%,
children of skilled workmrs occupied second place eith 39.1%
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while children of unskilled workers scored the lowest:34,2%.
It is significant that the group of childrtn of the rural
intelligentsia represent the same level as the lowest duca-
tional level group of urban children.Rence the place of res-
idence turns out to be a stronger determinant here than the
parents' sociovocational.category.

The problem was considered of such importance that vs
investigated it anew with other aethods and in a different
location. Thua Wainclawski tested the ratings of pupils of
calsses VI to VIII inclusive in 20 village comsunities of
Bielsk hamlet which were divided into 5 zones according to
the distance froa the centre of the industrial town.The vil-
lages were divided into A groups: a) suburban villages,(I),
b)villages of median commuting time to Rock but with a wide
amplitude of roads, (IIa), 0) villages of median commuting
'Ulm, to Plock but with few roads, (IIb), d) typical agricul-
tux..l villages far from town, (III) and e) the agricultural
township Bielsko (8).

The investigated villages degree of urbanisation rises
in the order of III, IIb, IIa, I, B.

In 1970 the'villages of the distinguished zones recorded
the following schooling results(by the pupils of forms IV,V,
VI,VII,VIII, of a possible 49 points):

IV V VI VII V111
B n.i n.i nei /z/
I - 24.1 24.0 214,1 18.2 17.7
IIa- 19.9 19.3 13.2 nei n.i
IIb- 24.3 17.5 17.4 15.6
III- 18.9 17.2 16.5 16.0 12.7

/z/ n.i. - no inforsation either because the research is
still in progress or because the school in qnestion
is of a loWer grade without form VIII.

The findings are definite: the results of schooling de-
cline with the drop in the level of rural urbanisation, or
with the rise of rusticisa. What's interesting is that the
research did not establish any ulear influence of the schools
per se on the educational result. /or example, in the ele-
mentary school of the agzicultural towship Bielsk local pu-
pils scored 26.4 points while tLose from neighbouring vil-
lages studying at the same school rated correspondingly 19.3,
18.9, 17.5, 16.5 and 16 points.

The Vinclavski researdh in question also established
that the frequency of school attendance drops in proportion
to the degree the locality is of an agricultural character.
Thus, while the average 1965-1970 attendance in Bielsk town-
ship amounted to 96.4,in the highly urbanised rural sone ad-
jacent to Plock it stood it 94.3%, in the median distance
sone at 91%'and in the distant sone at 90.7%. There is hard-
ly'any need to prove that the frequency of school attendance
stands in direct relation with the results of education and
promotion.

A third verification of the proposition regarding the
relation between the place of residence and rural or urban
character of the school attended, on the one hand, and the
teaching level, on the other, is provided by the present au-.
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thor's research of 1971 through the instrumentality of the
Polish Leaden:. of Science teacher correspondents at Plock
county. The research embraced 511 pupils who finished fora
VIII in 1970 and 1462 who matriculated froa the investigated
schools over 1960-1970, including 757 eho finished rural el-
ementary schools.

Research conducted with independent methods and on other
populations fully confirm the findings of Kwiecinski and Win-
slaws/Li discussed above. Children's median ratings were in-
vestigated in the humanities,matheaatics and natural science
subjects according to the parents' socio-vocational. catego-
ries.ln the test of promoted pupils,bence of those who could
not be rated lower than passing (aark 3), it was established
that children of farmers also received the lowest aark, 5,in
the above subjects.The sane average rating was scored by the
children of part-time farmers. Children of unskilled and
skilled workers scored somewhat higher in the above subjects,
3.3. The ratings of nental workers' children were decidedly
higher: in the humanities- 3.9, in nathenaties and natural
scienoss-3.8.11iis was the case with both urban and rural pu-
pilsaut narked differences appeared when the 113M0 data per-
tained to the sedian ratings scored by pupils grouped not
according to the father's socio-vocational affiliation but
according to the father's educational level- independent of
his occupation. The differentiation established above then
turned out to be-aarked. Thus, children of parents who did
not finish elementary school had a general asdian rating of
3.2,those whose fathers had a conpleted eleaentary education
scored 3.4 in the humanities and 3.3 in aatheastica and na-
tural science subjects.Children whose fathers completed sec-
ondary school registered a considerable junp in their level
of knowledge: the median for the humanities amounted to 4.3,
for enthenatics and natural science subjects- to 5.8ainally,
children whose parents had a completed higher education
scored the highest: 4.2 snd 4.3 respectivelyor close to the
nark very good on the scale of school ratings.

The data maybe analysed in etill anothermanner, name-
y, by checking the frequency of the very good rating_(hence
the ablest in a school sense) according to the father's edu-
cational gromp.Thus in the group of mils whose fathers had
not finished elementary school only 21 scored very good in
the humanities and 2.60 in mathematics and natural science.
Where the fathers had a cospleted elementary education the
corresponding percentages stood at 6.8 and 54'. Of those
whose fathers had finished secondary school 19.ji scored very
good in the humanities and 16.4% in nathenatics and natural
cience.Piaelly, pupils of the highest category, i.e., whose
fathers had a completed higher educations:las much as 41.4 and
WS scored very good in the former and latter respectively.
(The last figures are the least reliable because of the small
number of respondents'involved in proportian to the total in-
vestigated population.).

The investigation by lerwiecinski in 1971 in the Torun
region (3,803 respondent elemeitary school pupils) also
poiated to the very high correlation between the pupils' 1ev-
l of knowledge aad their parents' educatios.
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The degree of pupils' knowledge according
to the parents' educational level

Number of years
of parents'

MOther Father
Results of both tests Results of both tests

schooling Urban Rural Urban Rural
5 years 20.8 15.1 18,2 14.9
7-8 23.7 17.1 21,1 18.9
9-10 " 29,6 25.0 26.8 22.1
11-12 " 32.8 31.0 32.1 33.9
13-14 " 41.2 33.0 36.0 37.6
15 ". 55.0 43.9 49.0

It appears that the established extremely sharper dif-
ferentiation in the level of learning according to the fath-
er's education than according to the parents' occupational
category deserves serious attention. This pertainnparticu-
larly to programming remedial measures and to working out
more effective systems of preference for children of workers
and peasant origin in the entire school system.

Schooling retardation and its effects on
unequal educational opportunity

Retards& schooling expressed in finishing school at an
older age than.the normal or dropping out is a separate cause
of inequality of educational opportunity and of the handicaps
faced by worker and peasant youth's desire for knnwledge.
The proportion of retarded pupils is definitely higher in
the later classes and in rural schools. This phenomenon ex-
ists also in urban schools but there is a considerable quan-
titative difference here.Thus, for instance, in Kwiecinski's
investigation (of 3856 pupils)each fourth pupil in the agri-
cultural areas of Plock county was retarded in sehool age as
compared to only 6.0 in Plock city schools. His research
further demonstrated that retarded pupils as a rule display
a lower level of knowledge and that a considerably smaller
proportion of them passd the tests. This was confirmed by
the present author's above cited researdh which established
oonsiderably lower median ratings for retarded pupils than
for those of normal school age.

Thus with pupils of proper school age the median ratings
in the humanities were 3.3 points and in mathematics and na-
tural science 3.55. With one year's retardation the median
ratings dropped to 3.10 and 3.07 respectivelypas compared to
3.00 for those retarded by two years. This fully establishes
retarded pupils' lower level of knowledge. That their marks,
though minimal, are still of the passing level is due to the
fact that only promoted pupils were examined.. The figure of
20 retardation in the rural schools almost fully coreesponds
to Kviecinski's finding.

Since the above data cause statistical differences to
shrink by comprising only proaoted pupils and thus operating
with a limited rating scale (3-passing, 4-good,5-very good),
it may be well to cite data on this question obtained by .

Zawiecinski. He tested the level of knowledge in Wloclawek
county schools of all pupils, promoted and left ()o'er. While
in the town schools pupils ahead by one year scored 33.9

110
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points in the two tests (aathesatics and the humanities),the
respective scores for serail school age pupils were 27.8 and
17.3. The corresponding ratings for those retarded by two
years were 12.8 and 8.1 points and one year retarded pupils
scored 14.8 in town and 8.9 in the country.

The facts that rural schools represent the lowest teach-
ing level, have the largest number of dropouts and highest
proportion of retarded pupils, that the parents of children
studying there mostly belong to the socio-vocational category
of peasants and unskilled workers vith completed or incom-
pleted elesentary school education- all of these constitute
a set of variables which in all resear4hes turned out to be
uniformly correlated with a low level of teaching.This leads
to the fundamental conclusion that the sharp difference in
the level of knowledge between urban and rural elementary
school pupils effects a decided differentiation of opportu-
nity in intellectual and everyday life already at the thresh-
old of post elesentary education-. Tnese differences consti-
tute a basic social force which impells selection beginning
with the secondary school level.in a direction contrary to
state policy and socialist ideology.

Sone conclusions

The above described research andthe stock of knowledge
not cited here suggest the following conclusions regarding
Abe causes of the prevailing inequality of access to various
level schools:

1) There is a close relation between the level of school
knowledge and a) the parents' educational level, b)their sc-
cio-occupational position, c) the economic situation, d) the
family's education and place of residence;

2) There is a correlation between the pupil's choice of
a postelementery type school and his social situation. Those
belonging to a lower socio-oconosic group or are of a lower
educational level choose lower level secondary and higher
schools. So is there a correlation between the choice or a
school type and the pupil's level or school learning which
is deterkined primarily by the location of the elementary
'school and next by the place occupied by the pupil's fenny
on th4 social ledder;

3) Decisions concerning the choice or post-elesentary
schoels reflect the processes of spontaneous social selection
which can by only weakened but not eliminated by deliberate
educational policy;

4) Among pupils of the same level of knowledge graduat-
ing schools, especially ceners1 secondary.schoolspare chosen
by those whose social position is sore favourable and in re-
spect of @Eft girls;

5) The above mentioned forces of social selection,ante-
cedant to the choice of school, act with greater intensity
among the sons rather than the daughters of peasants. Boys
prefer technical schools, girls- general secondary schools.
This sakes it.difficult to avoid the feainisation /5/ of
higher educational institutions and to maintain a proper so-
cial composition in the schools.
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Retarded schooling easourages the choice of aoa grade-
:11:fschools. And since retarded pupils prodoelaate in tho
areas, aost of that apply to lemeatary vweational

schools
61 Formal selective institutioae, such as repetition of

class V It aad prellainary emadaatioas only lead to a slight
correction of pupils' plass. These cheeses oaly deepen the
arlier process of spostaneous social selmstioa, al:hough
ropetition of studies sod esamimatioes accurately distinguish
low from adequate levels of hooded.;

7) Among pupils of the same social position sat equal
level of hoododge, peasant youth more the go-
n ers' secondary school sod more often eleaen vocational
schoolsabe cause here too must be sought outs! o the school
e rste*.

The role of inceatives aad couster-iaaentives
in the spar, et access to education

The simple fact that schools above the elesentary level
are oonceatrated in cities *aorta am impertaat laflueoce oa
the access of education. All childrom liviag La the remote
provinces coafrent thie problea of distance froa school. This
can ho overcome either by traveliag to school or by periodi-
cally living ea the school protases.

The above cited research of proses! Author's ea 7 of the
most attractive Plook vocaticsal schools established that
44.7A of the pupils traveled to school daily. 214 lived is
public boarding schools or doraitories.27.7S in private lodg-
ings (besides the 6.60 mho lived in workers' hostels).

It is obvious that meetisg the problea of distance tros
school involves expeadituros by the family. The aagnitude of
these coats was established end the istluence they say exert
on the decision of youag poople as* their parents to choose
some and not other schools Ves analysed. Tne aagnitudes of
the following chief comments of the expeaditure involved
were colculateds a) coot of b) tood, e) services
(laundry, electric poem, etc.), d ;mast sow. The gath-
ord data were broken up by typos o periodic rosideace on
school preases (boarding schoolvprivats ledsjag, workers'
hostel) asd according to the pupil's social origin.

Median moathly cost (gross) of eduntioa La 1969 (ia slotys)

Dousing food services poshet
mosey

total
loathe

total
yearly

Boarding
school 0/s/

Workers'
boatel 100

Lodgisg with
strangers 255

Lodgiag with
acquaintances 195

Lodgiag withrg.LtyeVO

400

4)0

540

440

30

0

25

10

0

0

105

105

105

105

10S

505

660

9)0

?40

420

5050

6400

9500

7400

OW
free
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Two reservations should be noted with regards to this
table. It deals with averages, hence real costs were consid-
erably higher in nany individual cases. Second, 127 pupils
lived with strangers in the most expensive private 1
houses, 7 in lodgings of acquaintances and 50 with re1:41%.
The data show that to acquire an education requires from par-
ents a gross annual expenditure of 5 to 10,000 slotys on the
average.According to available detailed data not cited here,
the sua is 15,000 zlotys. Hence the principle of free slues-
tion becomes illusory for a considerable part of society. It
is evident that the .claoice between elenentary vocational
school,the technical school or the State Technological School
involves also the choice between a two, five or six year pe-
riod or carrying the financial burdensIn terns of cash, this
tains a choice between spending fres 10 to 20 or 30 to 60,000
slotys gross for a.child's educations's stress gross in each
case because the expenditure is reduced for about half the
pupils by the systea of state stipends. The public boarding
school turned out to be the cheapest, but it can regrettably
accomodato no more than 51% of pupils. Private lodgingslused
by 24.2%, were the most it should be noted
hatt this represents a hi r percentage in Plock than in
the rest of the country. t is highly probable that the high
cost cf education is one of the chief obstacles to peasant
youth choosing better but longer term schools. An additional
factor is the fact that it is possible to earn noney from
practical work in the eleaentary vocational school- and con-
siderably core than the stipends granted in general secondary
schools. TWA, the highest stipend in the latter aaounts to
320 slotis monthly (often paid in two installments) while
remuneration from practical work in the elementary vocatio-
nal school amounts to 455 zlotys.

It has been the policy of the educational authorities
thusfar to assure both stipends and accosodation in boarding
schools na(nly to elesentary vocational school pupils. In
sus, all these factors: preference in boarding schools and
stipends, higher stipends, the shorter period of educational
expenditures and the higher earninp after finishing the
elesentary vocational school could not but sake the latter
more attractive than the general secondary or post.aaturation
schools for peasant youth. In this situation, the fact that
the scant number of places in boarding school and the inade-
quate number of stipends being distributed properly from a
social viewpoint,. are of no great significance. Nor is the
olesr_preference in this respect by worker and peasant youth,
as indicated by the researoh. This is prinarily so since the
systea of state aid incentives reinforces the motivation of
peasant children to choose the elementary school instead of
the roads leading to the university. In this Banner the ex.
huberant development in relation to the three.main aim of
eduoation: 1) satisfaction of young peoples' aspirations
2) mooting tho needs of the labour market and 5) influenoini
the class structure of society, accomplishes only the first
two in acoord with socialist ideology.As for the third task,
it cannot be said to DO adequately -fulfilled (particularly
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la the sphere of reusing the of the intelligeat-
ale by aeons of the influx of wor class sad peasant youth
into the general secondary school later tbo university).

apiloguo

Tbe difficulties and distortioas in the educational sys-
tem end teaching aethods(despite umdoubted quantitative pro-
gress) have been of such constant CODOSID of tbe authorities
that a Commissica of experts, headed by ',Waco Sacs
was recently appointed to prepare a report on the stitra5,
education in Poland.Composed of nompgoverasentl specialists,
its task is to evaluate the funotioning and development of
the school rotes and to make proposals for its Inpnvemeat
and modernisation.

In reference to the problems dealt with la tha present
paper, the Commission is to analyse the prevailing systen of
organised and spontaneous selection of pupils end students
for various type schools. Since such analyses are aade on
the basis of cony sociological or:noontime (including the
urban-rural division), the conclusions of tbe Commission of
Sevens will exert a great influence on ellaination the dis-
proportioas described la the present study. Tbe work of the
Commission is till la progress but at least sons treads can
be indicated likely to be Improved by it:

a) to strengthen rural schools didactically by 01UL:sat-
ing their present dispersion and by opening mew, acre cen-
tralised netsorks based on bussing,

b) to strengthen the rural teaching personnel by raising
qualifioatioas and specialisation,

e) to gradually iatroduoe universal seteadary education
in city and country,

d) to improve the systea of studeat aad pupil selection
by substituting conscious, organised for spontameous seleo-
tion,

e) to moderaise teachimg methods by introducing the
latost mass aedia and audio-visual forms in order to elini-
aate the effects of the cultural differential between city
and country and to relieve school programmes of excessive
inform:ties traashitted by traditioaal metbods la the class
roes

Mese are only some of the latmatioas taking shoe, but
they Justify the hope that the audio's of saalogioal re-
search tea years kenos will show definite changes for the
better ia relatlea to phesomeaa eamaing anxiety sad diesel:la-
teens. today.



Deforms* Betas

/1/ Data ter MO
/2/ !be elomestarp vseaftemal school la et 2-3 pear are.

ties sod trams qualified verbose.

/31 the tootaleal 00061 rums ter 5 yearseprewides teebsl-
eal skills sad a sfoomdary althea !Laskin diploma.

The stale teetmleal easel is a semi-hips, odesatiemal
lastituties et a 2-3 pear term tor maenad:7 (wheel
graduates sad otters a teolmisirm's diploma.

/5/ Formal* la 1970/1971 immemostudests eseepied GOO
pipes le misettes,700 Is rties,60 la mediolae.
'ism la pelmet's. GCO la mathematies eta. at ell eel-
evasities.
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